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Question 4

It is Year 2030, and the first “personned” expedition to Mars is successful. (With the
invention of impulse engines and inertial dampers, this is a trivial accomplishment.) A
stunning discovery is made: There is life on Mars! There are round, purring fuzzy,
friendly, furry creatures that come in 3 colors: Plush Purple, Ruby Red and Bright Blue.

They are dubbed “Martianiti tribbli”, “tribbles” for short (an allusion to an archaic 20th

Century television show).

The MIT rocket scientists come to you, a renowned geneticist, Prof. Seven O. Tu to solve
the mystery of tribble coat inheritance.

Here are the facts.

The scientists can get pure breeding lines of Blue and Red tribbles, but cannot get pure
breeding Purple tribbles.

Cross 1: Blue  x  Red

F1: All Purple tribbles

a) What is the inheritance pattern for coat color? (Circle one)

Complementation            Dominant               Recessive           Codominant             X-Linked

b) What is the predicted ratio of Blue: Red: Purple tribbles for each of the following
crosses?

i) Cross:   Red   x   Purple

F1: Blues:______________ Reds:______________ Purples: ______________

ii) Cross:   Purple   x   Purple

F1: Blues:______________ Reds:_____________ Purples: ______________

iii) Cross:   Blue   x   Blue

F1: Blues:______________ Reds:_____________ Purples: ______________



Question 4 continued

You find that there is another gene locus (Albino) that controls coat color and is epistatic
to the red/purple/blue color locus. When (and only when) a tribble is homozygous “aa” for
this locus, it is pure white, “albino”. (Assume that allele B codes for Blue color and allele b
codes for Red color.)

c) Predict the coat color for tribbles with the following genotype:

i) Genotype:  BB  aa  ;  Phenotype: __________________

ii) Genotype:  BB  AA  ;  Phenotype: __________________

iii) Genotype:  Bb  Aa  ;  Phenotype: __________________

iv) Genotype:  bb  aa  ;  Phenotype: __________________

d) Fill in the ratio of progeny classes from the following crosses.

Cross Purple Progeny Blue Progeny Red Progeny White Progeny

BBAA
X

Bbaa
1 1 0 0

BbAa
X

BbAa

Bbaa
x

BBaa

Bbaa
X

bbAa
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Question 5

 A woman with blood type O has a child with blood type O.  She claims that a friend of
hers is the child's father.  In the ABO system, IA and IB are both dominant to i and are
codominant to each other.   ABO genotypes are summarized below and described on page
211 of the 1th edition of Freeman.

IAIA   and   IAi A
IBIB   and   IBi B
IAIB AB
i O

a) Her friend’s blood type is A.  Can he be excluded as the father on this evidence alone?

b) Does the fact that the accused man's mother has type A and his father has type AB
exclude him from being the parent?

c) Does the additional information that his mother's parents are both AB permit him to
be excluded?
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Question 4

It is Year 2030, and the first “personned” expedition to Mars is successful. (With the
invention of impulse engines and inertial dampers, this is a trivial accomplishment.) A
stunning discovery is made: There is life on Mars! There are round, purring, fuzzy,
friendly, furry creatures that come in 3 colors: Plush Purple, Ruby Red and Bright Blue.

They are dubbed “Martianiti tribbli”, “tribbles” for short (an allusion to an archaic 20th

Century television show).

The MIT rocket scientists come to you, a renowned geneticist, Prof. Seven O. One, to
solve the mystery of tribble coat inheritance.

Here are the facts.

The scientists can get pure breeding lines of Blue and Red tribbles, but cannot get pure
breeding Purple tribbles.

Cross 1: Blue  x  Red

F1: All Purple tribbles

a) What is the inheritance pattern for coat color? (Circle one)

Complementation            Dominant               Recessive           Codominant             X-Linked

b) What is the predicted ratio of Blue: Red: Purple tribbles for each of the following crosses?

i) Cross:   Red   x   Purple

F1: Blues:__________0____ Reds:______1________ Purples: _____1_________

ii) Cross:   Purple   x   Purple

F1: Blues:______1________ Reds:_______1_______ Purples: _______2_______

iii) Cross:   Blue   x   Blue

F1: Blues:_______1_______ Reds:_______0_______ Purples: ____0__________



Question 4 continued

You find that there is another gene locus (Albino) that controls coat color and is epistatic
to the red/purple/blue color locus. When (and only when) a tribble is homozygous “aa” for
this locus, it is pure white, “albino”. (Assume that allele B codes for Blue color and allele b
codes for Red color.)

c) Predict the coat color for tribbles with the following genotype:

i) Genotype:  BB  aa  ;  Phenotype: _______Albino___________

ii) Genotype:  BB  AA  ;  Phenotype: ________blue__________

iii) Genotype:  Bb  Aa  ;  Phenotype: __________purple________

iv) Genotype:  bb  aa  ;  Phenotype: _______Albino___________

d) Fill in the ratio of progeny classes from the following crosses.

Cross Purple Progeny Blue Progeny Red Progeny White Progeny

BBAA
X

Bbaa
1 1 0 0

BbAa
X

BbAa

6 3 3 4

Bbaa
x

BBaa

0 0 0 1

Bbaa
X

bbAa

1 0 1 2
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Question 5

 A woman with blood type O has a child with blood type O.  She claims that a friend of
hers is the child's father.  In the ABO system, IA and IB are both dominant to i and are
codominant to each other.   ABO genotypes are summarized below and described on page
187 of the 6th edition of Purves.

IAIA   and   IAi A
IBIB   and   IBi B
IAIB AB
i O

a) Her friend’s blood type is A.  Can he be excluded as the father on this evidence alone?
NO.
The mother is ii and the child is ii.  The man (with type A blood) could be IAIA or IAi.  If
he is IA i, he could contribute a i allele, so he cannot be ruled out as the child's father.

b) Does the fact that the accused man's mother has type A and his father has type AB
exclude him from being the parent?
NO.
His mother (type A) could be IAIA or IA i. and his father (type AB) must be IAIB.  The
man could have type A blood (and the IA i genotype) if his mother contributed her i allele
and his father contributed his IA allele.  Therefore, this information cannot rule exclude
the man as the child's father.

c) Does the additional information that his mother's parents are both AB permit him to
be excluded?

YES.

If his mother's parents are both type AB (IAIB), then his mother must be IAIA and she
could not contribute an i allele to her son.  Therefore, the man must also be IAIA.  This
information would exclude him as the child's father. (Provided these are his real
parents.)
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